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The Emergence and Development of the Sogdian Perfect 
 

Antje Wendtland 
 
 

1. Introduction 
 
A periphrastic perfect formed with a passive participle and the auxiliary have is considered 
to be one of the constituting features of "Standard Average European", a Sprachbund 
proposed by some typologists – who argue that European languages (predominantly the 
Western European languages) share a number of grammatical features not found anywhere 
else and which have come about through geographical proximity and language contact (cf. 
Map 1).1 While a have- and a be-perfect are distinguished in the more central languages, a 
restriction to a have-perfect occurs in the westernmost European area.2  
 
However, the have construction alone is also found e.g. in Romanian, and both the have- 
and be-forms also occur in Icelandic.3 The distinction of a have- and a be-perfect has been 
held to be a feature which is restricted to some Romance and Germanic languages.4 In the 
typological literature only European languages are mentioned. But there is also a non-
European language showing a similar periphrastic perfect, viz. the Hittite construction 
consisting of a participle and the verbs har(k)- "have" and eš- "be".5  
 
2. The periphrastic perfect with have – a characteristic of 'Standard Average 
European'? 
 
2.1 Have- and be-perfect in Germanic 
 
Many linguists argue that the development of a periphrastic perfect was brought about 
through areal diffusion in Europe.6 The Germanic have-perfect is often claimed to have 
arisen through the influence of the Latin construction,7 mainly because it emerged rather 
late in Germanic and was grammaticalised within a short period of time, especially in Old 
High German, where it came into being in the ninth century and was established around 
1000 CE, whereas the periphrastic tenses in the Romance languages developed between the 
third and the seventh century. But in more recent literature, one can find the theory that the 
construction came about through parallel processes of grammaticalisation and syntactic re-
analysis, a grammatical change which happened independently in Germanic and Romance 
languages.8 
                                                                          
1 Cf. e.g. HASPELMATH 2001. 
2 BENVENISTE 1960. 
3 See ABRAHAM 2005:117. 
4 See HASPELMATH 2001:1496 on the have-perfect in Western European languages. 
5 See Section 2.2. 
6 Differently ABRAHAM 2005:124. 
7 Literature in which influence of Latin syntax is postulated is discussed by ÖHL 2009:266ff. 
8 ÖHL 2009. 
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Map 1: The distribution of the have- and be- perfect in Europe 
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Within Late Latin, one of the characteristics of the development of the periphrastic 
construction is the loss of agreement (see example 1).  
 
(1) litteram  scriptam  habeo   "I have a written letter" 
 letter:ACC.F write:PSTPTC.F have:1SG   
⇒ litteram  scriptum  habeo  "I have written a letter" (ÖHL 2009:274; 

BENVENISTE 1968:86-91)  letter:ACC.F write:PSTPTC have:1SG  
 
In the first translation of the Old High German Bible, which dates from the beginning of the 
9th century, the perfects and plusquamperfects of the Latin version are translated by 
preterites.9 The German Luther-translation, in which periphrastic perfects are used, is given 
here for comparison.10  
 

                                                                          
9 ÖHL 2009:267ff. 
10 For more examples see ÖHL 2009:268. 
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(2) Old High German: Tatian 149,5 (ÖHL 2009:268) 
mit diu gientota ther heilant thisu uuort 
with this end:PRET the saviour these words 
cum consumasset Ihesus verba haec  
da Jesus diese Rede vollendet hatte (Luther: Matthew 7,28) 
 
(3) Old High German: Tatian 43,3 (ÖHL 2009:268) 
uuanta thu ubar fohiu uuari gitriuui, ubar managu thih gisezzu. 
because you over few be:PRET faithful, over many  you put 
quia super pauca fuisti fidelis, super multa te constituam.  
Du bist über wenigem getreu gewesen; ich will dich über viel setzen  
(Luther: Matthew 25,23) 
 
In Germanic a past participle with forms of the verb "to be" was used11 before periphrastic 
forms with have arose. The first participles found in this construction are formed from 
transitive verbs which take a direct object. This use gradually spread to intransitive verbs. 
In Old High German this took place only around 1000 CE, whereas the development in Old 
Saxon started already more than 150 years earlier.12  
 
(4) Old Saxon (ca. 840 CE): Heliand 3895 (ÖHL 2009:275)        
habde iru tho giholpan helag barn godes        
have:3SG she:DAT then help:PSTPTC holy child god:GEN        
"had her then helped holy child of God [= then the holy child of God had helped her]" 
 
(5) Old High German (around 1000 CE): Notker II: 15, 30 (ÖHL 2009:275) 
habe  ich keweinet  so filo             
have:1SG I cry:PSTPTC so much             
"I cried so much" 
 
2.2 Have- and be-perfect in Hittite 
 
One argument against the have / be perfect being exclusively Western European is the 
existence of a parallel construction in Hittite. The Hittite construction is composed of with 
a participle and a form of the verb ḫar(k)- "have" and eš- "be" is found. Morphologically 
the construction differs from that of the above mentioned European languages insofar as the 
Hittite participle ends in -nt-. But its function corresponds to the participle employed by the 
languages mentioned above, so the construction may quite well be compared with the 
perfect in European languages.13  
 
In the ḫar(k)-construction the participle is in the nominative-accusative neuter, in the eš-
form the participle agrees with the subject in gender, number and case.14 Transitive verbs 
and also some intransitive are used with ḫar(k), other intransitive verbs with eš-.14 

 

                                                                          
11 ÖHL 2009:269f. 
12 ÖHL 2009:272. 
13 HOFFNER / MELCHERT 2008:339. The har(k)-construction was first described as periphrastic perfect by 
BENVENISTE 1962:41-65. 
14 HOFFNER / MELCHERT 2008:310. 
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(6) Hittite: Cuneiform texts from Boghazköi 4.9 vi 6-8 (HOFFNER/MELCHERT 2008:311) 
ta  mān  DUMU.MEŠ  È.GAL  kuēzzi  paršnan  ḫarkanzi  
COJ if, when son.PL palace REL.PR:ABL crouch:PTC have:3PL  
n=at  apezza peššiyazi   
COJ=CL.PR.ACC.SG DEM:ABL throw:3SG   
"If he throws (it) to the side on which the palace officials have crouched" 
 
(7) Hittite: Cuneiform tablets from Maşat-Höyük 25:15-19  
(HOFFNER/MELCHERT 2008:311) 
nu=ššan mān ḫalkiēš aranteš    
and=PART if, when grain:N.PL arrive:PTC.N.PL     
n=aš=kan arḫa  waršten    
COJ=CL.PR.ACC.PL=LOC.PART (adv) off harvest:IMPV.2PL    
"When the crops have ripened (lit. 'arrived'), harvest them!" 
 
HOFFNER/MELCHERT mention that intransitive verbs which are used with har(k)- belong to 
the unergative class, whereas intransitives with eš- are unaccusative. This distinction is 
discussed in the following paragraph.14  
 
3. The unaccusative hypothesis 
 
Different models have been proposed to explain why some verbs take have and others be as 
an auxiliary.15 For our purpose the unaccusative hypothesis appears to fit best. Two classes 
of intransitive verbs can be distinguished, so-called unaccusative and unergative verbs. 
Unergative verbs are characterised by having an underlying object (but no subject), un-
accusative verbs on the other hand, have an underlying subject. There is also a tendency for 
unaccusative verbs to express a telic and dynamic change of state or location while un-
ergative verbs denote an agentive activity not involving directed movement. Unaccusative 
verbs are formed with be in the perfect, whereas unergative verbs take have.  
 

 (8) Unergative:  (9) Unaccusative:  
Dutch De vrouw heeft lang gewerkt. De kinderen zijn daar gebleven.  
French La femme a travaillé pour longtemps. Les enfants sont restés là. 
 "The woman worked for a long time." "The children remained there."16 

 
In the following the Sogdian material will be examined to see if this also applies to non-
European languages other than Hittite.17  
 
4. Sogdian perfect forms 
 
In Sogdian, an East Middle Iranian language, a construction of a past participle and forms 
of the verb "to have" and "to be" is found; its emergence and further development follow 
the same grammaticalisation process as in the European languages (cf. BENVENISTE 1952).  

                                                                          
15 For a discussion see SHANNON 1990:461-469. 
16 SHANNON 1990:464. 
17 For other Iranian languages see EDEL’MAN 1975. 
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There are two forms of the perfect in Sogdian: 
 
1. Past participle + inflectional forms of the verb "to be" which are directly attached to the 

participle. The third singular has no ending with heavy stems, the light stem ends in -y, 
the feminine in -ˀ. 

2. The past stem, originally ending in -w plus forms of the verb δˀr- "hold, have".18 In 
older texts the auxiliary is written separately, whereas the w-ending is lost later and the 
auxiliary is attached to the participle.  

 
Table 1 lists forms of the periphrastic perfect. The variation in the orthography is due to the 
use of different scripts. Sogdian texts are written in three different scripts, which (although 
they are all of Aramaic origin) have different orthographic conventions and partly use 
heterographical writing. Buddhist, secular and part of the Manichaean texts are written in 
the so-called Sogdian script, for other Manichaean texts the Manichaean script is used and 
the Syriac (Nestorian) script is employed for the Christian material. A characteristic of the 
Sogdian grammar is a double system of inflection. For the nominal system this means that 
the majority of words distinguish only a direct and an oblique case, whereas words which 
consist of only one syllable with a short vowel still inflect for up to six cases. The latter are 
called "light stems" whereas all others are "heavy". A distinction of light and heavy stems 
also exists in the verbal system. Among the perfect forms the only difference is the form of 
the third singular masculine be-perfect. Light stems take the ending -y, e.g. qṯy "has 
become", heavy stems have no ending, e.g. ˀˀγt "have come".  
 
Table 1: Sogdian perfect forms19 
 

 be: e.g. "I have come, etc." have: e.g. "I have given, etc." 
1sg. ˀˀγtˀym  je suis venu δβrt(w) δˀrˀm j'ai donné 
2sg. ˀˀγtˀyš  tu es venu δβrt-δˀrˀy tu as donné 
3sg. ˀˀγt 

ˀγtˀ 
il est venu 
elle est venue 

δβrt(w) δˀrt il/elle a donné 

1pl. ˀˀγtˀym nous sommes venus θbrdˀrym nous avons donné 
2pl. ˀˀγtsδ vous êtes venus θbrdˀryštˀ 

qθˀrtt 
vous avez donné 
vous avez fait 

3pl. ˀˀγtˀnt ils sont venus θbrdˀrnt ils ont donné 
 
These forms have been classified in different ways by Iranologists. BENVENISTE calls the 
be-form "le temps passif et neutre".20 In his Essai de grammaire sogdienne, he compares 
the have-form with the French and German equivalents: "Comme le français ou l'allemand, 
dans les tournures comme "j'ai fait", "ich habe gemacht", le sogdien se sert d'une forme 
composé pareille, mais où le participe précède l'auxiliaire."21 Although BENVENISTE states 
that the have-form "exprime l'action dont l'achèvement est constaté", he still calls it a 

                                                                          
18 The distinction between a light stem ending -tw and a heavy stem ending in -t described by GERSHEVITCH 
1954, §§ 878 f. cannot be confirmed, as many verbs have both past stems.  
19 As English has lost the be-perfect, French translations are given for better comparison. 
20 BENVENISTE 1929:51. 
21 BENVENISTE 1929:48f. 
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preterite.22 GERSHEVITCH in his Grammar of Manichaean Sogdian speaks of "intransitive 
and transitive preterite".23 The term "perfect" is occasionally used for both forms, e.g. by 
LIVSHITZ / HROMOV in their grammatical description of Sogdian or by HENNING.24 Others, 
like MACKENZIE and PAUL use "perfect" only for the have-forms.25 
 
5. First stage: no have-perfect26 
 
The beginning of the development of the periphrastic perfect can be observed in the oldest 
extant Sogdian texts, the so-called Ancient Letters. They were written in the first third of 
the fourth century CE. Whereas e.g. in Letter no. II no trace of a have-form is to be seen 
and the mere participle and an enclitic pronoun is used, in other Letters we find the first 
examples of a periphrastic form with δˀr- "hold, have".  
 
5.1 Transitive verbs: the past participle with enclitic personal pronoun 
 
(10) ˀḤRZY xwtˀynβ ˀst 8 srδ    
 COJ sirs be.3SG 8 year    
 ˀYKZY=m pryšt cntry sˀr sˀγrˀk ˀPZY prnˀˀγt 
 that=CL.PR.1SG send:PSTPTC inside to:POSTPOS PN and PN 
 "And, sirs, it is eight years since I sent Saghrak and Farn-āghat 'inside'"  

(Ancient Letter II, 31-32, SIMS-WILLIAMS 2001:271) 
 
5.2 Intransitive verbs: past participles with a form of the verb "to be"  
 
(11) ˀḤRZY ˀYK γˀwtws ˀc kcˀn wytˀrt-∅  
 COJ when PN from Guzang go:PSTPTC-3SG 
 ˀḤRZY=š pyš wytˀrt-ˀym
 and=CL.PR.3SG after go:PSTPTC-be.1SG
 ˀḤRZY ˀˀγt-ˀym ˀt δwˀn
 and come:PSTPTC-be.1SG to Dunhuang
 "When Ghāwtus went (away) from Guzang I went after him, 

and I came to Dunhuang" (Ancient Letter V, 10-12, SIMS-WILLIAMS et al. 1998:93)  
 
6. First attestations of periphrastic constructions with have 
 
The beginning of the formation of periphrastic forms can already be observed in the 
Ancient Letters. Periphrastic have-perfect forms are only found with verbs which take a 
direct object. Most examples can be found in Letter V, some of which can be seen in the 
following examples: 
 
 
                                                                          
22 BENVENISTE 1929:48-52. 
23 GERSHEVITCH 1954, §§ 861-879. 
24 LIVSHITZ / HROMOV 1981, 489f.; HENNING 1937:118-140 (glossary). 
25 MACKENZIE 1976; PAUL 1997. Note that PAUL 1997 uses the term "Präteritum" for the Sogdian imperfect and 
"Perfekt" for the have-forms. 
26 In the examples to follow, instances of the perfect forms are marked by bold type.  
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(12) xrstrnk ZY=t 20 styr nˀkrtk prtw δˀrt 
 PN COJ=CL.PR.2SG 20 stater silver owe(?):PSTPTC have:3SG 
 "Kharstrang [owed(?)]27 you 20 staters of silver"  

(Ancient Letter V, 21, SIMS-WILLIAMS et al. 1998:93)  
 
(13) ˀḤRZY=m δβrtw  δˀrt ZKw nˀkrtkw       
 and=CL.PR.1SG give.PSTPTC have:3SG the:ACC silver       
 "He gave me the silver" (Ancient Letter V, 22, SIMS-WILLIAMS et al. 1998:93) 
 
(14) kδ=ZY=m 20 styr prstˀtw δˀrt         
 if=COJ=CL.PR.1SG 20 stater send:PSTPTC have:3SG         
 "if he sent me 20 staters" (Ancient Letter V, 23, SIMS-WILLIAMS et al. 1998:93)  
 
(15) ˀspnδˀt  ZY=m ˀβyrtw  δˀrt ˀwy  rˀδyH   
 PN COJ=CL.PR.1SG find:PSTPTC have:3SG the:LOC way:LOC   
 "Aspandhāt found me on the way." (AL V, 25, SIMS-WILLIAMS et al.1998:93)  
 
(16) ˀḤRZY=m δβrtw  δˀrt         
 and=CL.PR.1SG give:PSTPTC have:3SG         
 ˀḤRZY KZNH wγtw  δˀrt         
 and thus say:PSTPTC have:3SG         
 "he gave (it) to me. He said thus"  

(Ancient Letter V, 26, SIMS-WILLIAMS et al. 1998:93)  
 
Constructions with participle and enclitic pronoun are still used in the Ancient Letters. The 
have-construction is not yet fully established in the Ancient Letters – and in Letter V there 
are still a few examples of past participles of transitive verbs, which still may occur alone, 
without auxiliary:  
 
(17) ˀḤRZY=m ˀc  cntrsˀr myδ myδ ˀβztrw ptγwšt Lˀ prtrw 
 and=CL.PR.1SG from inside day day worse hear:PSTPTC not better 
 "[From] inside (China) [I] have heard worse—not better—(news) day (by) day"  

(Ancient Letter V, 4-5, SIMS-WILLIAMS et al. 1998:93)  
 
7. Buddhist texts: periphrastic perfect forms mainly in direct speech  
 
The next stage of the development is represented by the Buddhist texts. These are mostly 
translations from Chinese and are characterised by a very formal style, complicated 
vocabulary and conservative grammatical forms. In these texts the perfect is rare and 
almost exclusively occurs in direct speech. For instance, only about 10 examples of the 
have-perfect are found in the six Buddhist Sogdian texts from the British Library published 
by MACKENZIE.  
 

                                                                          
27 In the following examples brackets, asterisks and other punctuation marks are adopted from the original text 
editions. 
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7.1 Have-perfect with transitive verbs in direct speech 
 
(18) ywˀˀr nyš kβny ˀnβrtˀkw prβyrˀt δˀrˀm       
 but just a little in brief expound:PSTPTC have:1SG       
 "but I have just expounded a little in brief" (Intox. 31, MACKENZIE 1976:11)  
 
7.2 Be-perfect with intransitive verbs in direct speech 
 
(19) ZKZY tγw ˀwy  prβtm tˀrny  ẓnˀkH          
 who you the:GD last dhārāṇī knowledge         
 pw  ptwˀrt  tγt-ˀyš         
 without divergence enter:PSTPTC-be.2SG        
 "you who have entered the knowledge of the last dhārāṇī" 28  

(Dhūta-sūtra 69, MACKENZIE 1976:37)  
 
In Buddhist texts transitive verbs in the past no longer occur without the auxiliary δˀr- 
which was common in the Ancient Letters. 
 
8. The Vessantara Jātaka: frequent use of periphrastic perfect forms 
 
The Vessantara Jātaka is a Buddhist text which, unlike most other Buddhist Sogdian texts, 
is not a direct translation from a Chinese source but an independent Sogdian version. It is 
composed in a style significantly different from that of the Sutra texts – a very simple, 
colloquial style. The periphrastic perfect is used very frequently. It is to be noted that the 
perfect forms do not occur in the narrative, only in direct speech. The use of the two forms 
is strictly distinguished in Buddhist texts.  
 
8.1. Vessantara Jātaka: imperfect is used in the narrative 
 
(20) rty  xwnˀx  mγδβy ˀkyty  ˀwyn  swδˀˀšn    
 COJ that minister REL.PR the:GD.SG.M PN   
 ZKw ˀzwˀnH  δˀβr  rty ˀxw  prˀywˀyδ zmnwH  
 the:ACC life give:IMPF.3SG COJ PEPR.3SG.M at that time  
 cnn  knδH  βyksˀr nyzˀy     
 from city outwards go out:IMPF.3SG    
 "That minister, who had given/gave the life to Suδāšan (= saved Suδāšan's life),  

he went out of the city at that time."  
(Vessantara Jātaka 1255-1258, BENVENISTE 1946:74) 

 
8.2. Vessantara Jātaka: perfect is used in direct speech 
 
(21) ˀzw ZY tˀβˀkH sˀr mzˀyx ˀrn ZY γwˀnH ˀkrtw δˀrˀm 
 I COJ you:ACC towards great fault COJ sin make:PSTPTC have:1SG 
 "I have committed great faults and sin(s) against you"  

(Vessantara Jātaka 1452, BENVENISTE 1946:83) 

                                                                          
28 Dhārāṇī (lit. "that through which something is maintained") is a type of ritual speech which serves to 
strengthen the mind (a knowlege gained through meditation or a contemplation). 
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9. Manichaean texts: first intransitive verbs with have-perfect  
 
The first intransitive verbs which are used with the have-perfect are found in Manichaean 
texts, like the verb rˀy- "to cry": 
 
(22) rty  xw zˀkw  šyr  rˀt=δˀrt       
 and the boy very much cry:PSTPTC=have:3SG     
 ZKwy  mˀty  wˀnw  pštw δˀrt     
 the:GD mother:OBL thus ask:PSTPTC have:3SG     
 "The boy cried very much (and) asked the mother:"  

(KG 2, 9-10, SIMS-WILLIAMS 1990:284)  
 
(23) rt=ms γrβ ky ZY cnn ˀˀyˀnpnyH ˀˀstwˀt δˀrˀnt   
 and=also many who COJ from heresy convert:PSTPTC have:3PL  
 "and also many who have converted from heresy"  

(KG 587-588, SUNDERMANN 1981a:49) 
 
In the following sentence the have-perfect is used with the intransitive verb ˀˀγš- "to begin". 
The auxiliary is not only attached to the past participle but has already become 
morphologically merged with it. The ending of the participle, -t, is not written anymore. 
 
(24) rty ˀˀγšδˀrt ˀkw ˀBYw sˀr ZKn krn kˀt zˀky γzˀt 
 and begin: 

HAVE PERF.3SG29 
to father to the:GD deaf dumb boy slander 

 "and she began to *slander the deaf (and) dumb boy to his father"  
(KG 2, 20, SIMS-WILLIAMS 1990:284) 

 
In other texts, the be-perfect is used with the intransitive verb ˀˀγš- "to begin". 
 
(25) (ˀˀ)γšt-∅ mrˀmw wyδβˀγ     
 begin:BE PERF-3SG PN preaching     
 "It has begun the preaching of Mār Ammō." (KG 396, SUNDERMANN 1981a:39) 
 
10. Perfects and imperfects used interchangeably  
 
In several Manichaean texts perfects and imperfects are used in one sentence, without any 
perceptible difference. 
 
(26) rt=xw kβryxβ ptˀyγwš  
 COJ=the:N.SG.M PN hear:IMPF.3SG  
 rty ywnˀyδ pr pδβˀr δβtyw wδˀyδ ˀˀγt 
 COJ immediately in hurry again there  come:BE PERF.3SG 
 "Gabryab heard (imperfect) it and immediately he came (perfect) there again"  

(KG 595-597, SUNDERMANN 1981a:49) 

                                                                          
29 In this example the auxiliary cannot be distinguished from the participle anymore and not be glossed 
separately. The grammaticalisation of the construction has also taken place morphologically. Therefore, these 
forms are glossed as "HAVE PERFECT" and "BE PERFECT", respectively. 
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11. Christian texts: common use of unergative intransitive verbs with have 
 
In Christian texts periphrastic perfect forms occur quite often. The have-perfect forms are 
further grammaticalised. The auxiliary also morphologically "merges" with the past 
participle. Forms ending in -w are no longer found. The auxiliary is attached to the past 
participle and often cannot be segmented. Unergative intransitive verbs are now regularly 
used with have:  
 
(27) ywˀr wˀnt  dywt qy cxˀrdˀrnt  
 but those demon:PL which fight:HAVE PERF.3PL  
 dyw prw sˀt wyny žwˀny žmnw  
 with it in all POSS life:OBL time  
 "but of those demons which fought with it in all its lifetime"  

(manuscript C 2, 40 v 17, SIMS-WILLIAMS 1985:81) 
 
(28) ˀt  pw dbn  žwˀdˀrt      
 and without fear live:HAVE PERF.3SG (unergative)      
 cˀfyd  pstnˀ  byrdˀrt      
 in as much respite find:HAVE PERF.3SG (tr.)      
 "And has lived without fear, in as much as he has found respite!" 

(manuscript C 2, 51 r 26-27, SIMS-WILLIAMS 1985:91) 
 
Unaccusative intransitive verbs are still used with be:  
 
(29) qy nyžty-∅  cywyd twˀ ptry ˀdm  
 which go out:BE PERF-3SG from that you:GEN father Adam  
 cˀnw ˀxyr   
 when transgress:IMPF.3SG  
 "From which your father Adam went out when he transgressed"

(manuscript C 2, 51 v 12, SIMS-WILLIAMS 1985:91)
 
The final stage of the development of the periphrastic perfect in Sogdian can be observed in 
some Christian texts in which it behaves like a simple past and replaces the imperfect: 
 
(30) ˀt zywstnt xˀnt xwšpnyt […] cˀnw   
 and turn:BE PERF.3PL those shepherd:PL while   
 ptwysdˀrnt ˀfrywn ˀt γwbtyˀ qw bγy sˀr 
 recite:HAVE PERF.3PL blessing and praise to:PREP god to:POSTP 
 "The shepherds returned, while they recited blessings and praise for God."  

(manuscript C 17 v 10-12: Luke 2,20, SUNDERMANN 1981b:200) 
 
(31) …] wˀbdˀrnt mrtxmyt              
 …] sleep:HAVE PERF.3PL people:PL              
 "(but while) everyone was sleeping"  

(manuscript C 16 v 6, fragment T II B 66: Matthew 13,25, unpublished) 
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12. Feminine forms of the be-perfect 
 
In the third singular the be-perfect has no ending when it is a heavy stem and -y when it is a 
light stem. Examples of feminine forms are very rare. In the following Christian text, the 
Passion of St. George, feminine forms are attested. 
 
(32) cn  pcqwyry ˀmpstˀ pr šyrqty pˀdy        
 from fear:OBL fall:BE PERF.F.3SG at saint foot:OBL        
 "Out of fear she fell at the saint's feet." (manuscript C 1, 123-124, HANSEN 1941:10) 
 
(33) cˀnw ˀγtˀ xˀ xwny wydˀwc ˀync 
 when come:BE-PF.F.3SG the:F that one (French: celle) widow:ADJ woman 
 qw xˀnˀ sˀr wydˀrt   
 to house to see:HAVE PERF.3SG 
 xˀny  wnˀ rwst   
 house.OBL tree grow:BE PERF.3SG 
 "And when that widow came home, she saw that the tree of the house had grown."  

(manuscript C 1, 118-120, HANSEN 1941:10)  
 
13. Conclusion 
 
In the extant Sogdian material we can observe several stages of the emergence and further 
development of the periphrastic perfect in Sogdian. In the oldest texts intransitive verbs are 
formed with the past participle and a form of the verb to be, whereas with transitive verbs 
only the past passive participle is used without an auxiliary but with an enclitic personal 
pronoun to express the logical subject. 
 
The beginning of the development of a periphrastic perfect form can already be seen in the 
oldest texts. Several transitive verbs are used with a form of δˀr- "have" in the "Ancient 
Letters" especially in Letter V, whereas they are not found in Letter II.  
 
In the next stage, represented by Buddhist texts, the periphrastic have-form has become 
obligatory, and past participles no longer occur without δˀr-. The perfect is restricted to 
direct speech while the imperfect is used in narratives. The use of these forms is strictly 
distinguished.  
 
In Manichaean and several other texts the first intransitive verbs come to be used with have. 
Like in European languages and in Hittite, these are so-called unergative intransitives. 
Unaccusatives continue to be used with be. In Manichaean texts the distinction between 
perfect and imperfect is weakened. Both forms occur side by side and in the same phrase. 
 
In the following stage, represented by Christian texts, the unaccusative-unergative split 
becomes grammaticalised and more and more intransitive verbs occur with have. Whereas 
in the preceding stages, the periphrastic perfect forms are either used in letters or in direct 
speech, in the last stage, found in Christian gospels and saints' lives, the perfect is used as a 
simple past and partly replaces the imperfect.  
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The development of the Sogdian perfect is quite similar to that of the European languages 
which possess a be- and have-perfect, and follows the same paths of grammaticalisation. 
The periphrastic perfect can certainly not be seen as a characteristic feature of a European 
Sprachbund. This might be an argument for the possibility of the evolution of similar 
grammatical structures in Indo-European languages which are geographically remote.  
 
Table 2: Stages of development of the have- and be-perfect in Sogdian 
 

6 5 4 3 2 1 stage 

itr unacc 
itr unerg 
tr itr unacc 
itr unerg 
tr itr 
 tr itr 
tr itr 
tr itr 
tr verbs 

past participle + form
 of be attached 

past participle + form
 of have 

past participle w
ithout -w

 + have attached 

past participle + form
 of be attached 

past participle + form
 of have 

past participle w
ithout -w

 + have attached 

past participle + form
 of be attached 

first intransitive verbs w
ith have 

past participle in -w
 or ∅

 + form
 of have 

past participle + form
 of be attached 

past participle in -w
 + form

 of have regular 

past participle + form
 of be attached 

past participle, no aux., enclitic pronoun 
past participle in -w

 + form
 of have 

past participle + form
 of be attached 

past participle, no aux., enclitic pronoun 

patterns of the perfect 

ˀˀγt-ˀym
 

w
yw

sdˀrt 
w

ydˀrt 

ˀˀγtˀym
 

žw
ˀdˀrt 

ptw
ysdˀrnt 

ˀˀγtˀym
 

rˀtδˀrt 
ptγw

štw
 δˀrˀm

 

ˀˀγtˀym
 

w
ytw

 δˀrˀnt 

ˀˀγtˀym
 

-m
 ptγw

št 
δβrtw

 δˀrt 

ˀˀγtˀym
 

-m
 ptγw

št 

exam
ple 

C
hristian G

ospels, 
K

G
 2 (used as 

sim
ple past) 

C
hristian texts  

(begins to replace 
the im

perfect) 

M
anichaean texts 

(also used in the 
narrative) 

B
uddhist texts 

(m
ainly in direct 

speech) 

e.g. 
A

ncient Letter V
 

e.g. 
A

ncient Letter II 

texts 
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Abbreviations 
ABL 
ACC 
ADJ 
AUX 
CL.PR 
COJ 
DEM 
F  
GD 
GEN 
IMPF 
IMPV 
Intox. 

ablative 
accusative 
adjective 
auxiliary 
clitic pronoun 
conjunction 
demonstrative 
feminine 
genitive-dative 
genitive 
imperfect 
imperative 
Sūtra of the condemnation 
of intoxicating drink 

KG 
 
 
 
LOC 
ITR 
M 
N 
OBL 
PART 
PEPR 
PERF 
PL 

Kirchengeschichte 
(Sogdian texts 
about Manichean 
church history) 
locative 
intransitive 
masculine 
nominative 
oblique 
particle 
personal pronoun  
perfect 
plural 

PN 
POSS 
POSTPOS 
PR 
PREP 
PRET 
PTC 
PST 
REL 
SG 
TR 
UNACC 
UNERG 

personal name 
possessive 
postposition 
pronoun 
preposition 
preterite 
participle 
past  
relative 
singular 
transitive 
unaccusative 
unergative 
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